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How many here are education? private sector? government?



Mobile Device Opportunities
Fresh tools with new capabilities drive user demand for devices beyond our standard 
BlackBerry devices.

Typical plotline: Demand by users drives adoption, which gets out 
ahead of IT administrators (why are we so bad at anticipation?)



MDM Working Group: Charter

1. Identify and prioritize requirements

2. Research MDM vendors and solutions 

3. Recommend a product and implementation plan

A committee is formed to reactively address the situation.



Resources

✤ iOS Security Technical Implementation Guide
✤ Gartner research
✤ Goverment guidelines
✤ Vendor information
✤ Interviews with pre-sales staff
✤ Users and their needs

The group looks at a bunch resources.



Device Market

✤ iOS (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch): 

✤ Standard hardware and software

✤ Supported by all vendors under evaluation

✤ Curated App Store, sandbox runtime environment

✤ Android: 

✤ Fragmented hardware and software

✤ Inconsistent support by mobile device management

✤ Persistent malware concerns

✤ Everyone else:

✤ Limited enterprise feature set

✤ Limited support from mobile management software

The group looks at the market and finds three major divisions



Requirements for mobile devices
(features currently lacking in bold)

✤ Remote wipe (currently implemented in ActiveSync)

✤ Centralized lost-device recovery support (remote wipe currently implemented)

✤ Encryption (data-at-rest, data-in-motion)

✤ Status and compliance reports

✤ Asset management reports

✤ Device de-provisioning

✤ Configuration management

✤ “Jailbreak” detection

✤ OS patch management

✤ When necessary, A-V and firewall enforcement

The group then creates a bunch of ad-hoc “security” requirements, 
mostly on the basis of habit, conjecture, some idiot’s ideas about 
endpoint security, and possibly regulatory requirements (depending 
on your environment).



Findings: Vendors bend the truth

✤ All vendors leverage the same OS-based management APIs
✤ All vendors assert whitelisting and blacklisting capabilities, but be careful of what 

they mean...
✤ All vendors are limited by the OS with respect to patching and updating
✤ FIPS encryption standards are iffy
✤ Active Sync is heavily leveraged
✤ Hardcerts (PIV, CAC) are not a mature, usable option
✤ S/MIME is possible, but may be limited in flexibility
✤ Many MDM services can be sold and billed through wireless carriers such as AT&T.

With these requirements, the group asked vendors to come and give 
presentations and address the identified concerns.  The result of this 
discovery process led the group to the following conclusions...



Good News, Bad News

✤ All requirements can (or will) be met (within natural limits)

✤ However, these are necessary, but not sufficient requirements

✤ We need operational requirements - not what the vendors do, but how 
they do it

Then the group makes recommendations.  Or, at least, that’s what the 
vendors hope will happen.  And that’s because what they are selling 
are features they think you need.  But what you haven’t really done is 
ask just why MDM is even necessary.  Is it for provisioning? tracking? 
recovery? data protection? access?



MDM Operational Approaches

✤ Vendor bloom

✤ Four major approaches:

✤ TEM

✤ Sandbox/containerization*

✤ Side-by-side

✤ Gatekeeper

Vendor bloom is staggering.  The top vendors right now are AirWatch/
Mobile Iron and Good, maybe Boxtone.  But others loom: Absolute and 
Casper are direct Boxtone competitors due to their established base.  
MaaS360 is a cloud-based vendor.  Good is being threatened by the 
move toward containerization on the part of many vendors (blurring 
the line between them).  Any of these systems could incorporate Mac 
profile management (and many do).  TEM is the looming threat to 
them all, because cost containment is a major issue in many areas.



✤ Operational requirements?

✤ What do we actually want to do with these systems?

✤ Legal implications?

✤ BYOD and privacy assurance - how do they play out?

✤ Costs? 

✤ Who pays? For what?

✤ Administration?

✤ Central? Delegated? Where does support draw the line?

Final (Obvious?) Comments

I’ve asked Randy Saeks and Han Su Kim to come chat about their 
experiences in sorting all this out.

We have a variety of questions to address:
*developing fields, each of which bring fundamentally different 
approach to management: MAM, MCM, MDM
*asset tracking, property: loss/recovery/reporting
*mindset shift: not control, monitoring and governance


